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Abstract

The floral polymorphism tristyly involves three style morphs with a reciprocal arrange-

ment of stigma and anther heights governed by two diallelic loci (S and M). Tristyly

functions to promote cross-pollination, but modifications to stamen position commonly

cause transitions to selfing. Here, we integrate whole-genome sequencing and genetic

mapping to investigate the genetic architecture of the M locus and the genetic basis of

independent transitions to selfing in tristylous Eichhornia paniculata. We crossed inde-

pendently derived semi-homostylous selfing variants of the long- and mid-styled

morph fixed for alternate alleles at the M locus (ssmm and ssMM, respectively), and

backcrossed the F1 to the parental ssmm genotype. We phenotyped and genotyped 462

backcross progeny using 1450 genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) markers and per-

formed composite interval mapping to identify quantitative trait loci (QTL) governing

style-length and anther-height variation. A QTL associated with the primary style-

morph differences (style length and anther height) mapped to linkage group 5 and

spanned ~13–27.5 Mbp of assembled sequence. Bulk segregant analysis identified 334

genes containing SNPs potentially linked to the M locus. The stamen modifications

characterizing each selfing variant were governed by loci on different linkage groups.

Our results provide an important step towards identifying the M locus and demon-

strate that transitions to selfing have originated by independent sets of mating-system

modifier genes unlinked to the M locus, a pattern inconsistent with a recombinational

origin of selfing variants at a putative supergene.
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Introduction

Heterostyly is a floral polymorphism characterized by

two (distyly) or three (tristyly) style morphs with a

reciprocal arrangement of stigmas and anthers (Darwin

1877; Ganders 1979; Barrett 1992). The polymorphism

has evolved in at least 28 angiosperm families and pro-

motes animal-mediated cross-pollination. Most mating

in heterostylous populations occurs between plants with

anthers and stigmas of equivalent height. Although

there has been considerable work on the function and

adaptive significance of heterostyly (reviewed in Lloyd

& Webb 1992a, b; Barrett & Shore 2008), little is known

about the underlying genetic architecture of the suite of

polymorphisms comprising the heterostylous syndrome.

Most heterostylous species are distylous with popula-

tions composed of long- and short-styled morphs (here-

after L- and S-morphs), and this polymorphism is

governed by the S locus (Bateson & Gregory 1905;

reviewed in Lewis & Jones 1992). Tristylous species are

restricted to six flowering plant families, and popula-

tions are composed of long-, mid- and short-styled

morphs (hereafter L-, M- and S-morphs), each with two

stamen levels within a flower corresponding in height

to stigmas in the remaining style morphs. Despite the

polyphyletic origins of tristyly, a similar two-locus dial-

lelic model (S and M loci) with dominance and epistasis
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between the two loci (reviewed in Lewis & Jones 1992;

Barrett 1993) governs the inheritance of the floral poly-

morphism in Lythraceae (Barlow 1923; Fisher & Mather

1943; Eckert & Barrett 1993), Oxalidaceae (Von Ubisch

1926; Fisher & Martin 1948; Fyfe 1950, 1956; Weller

1976; Bennett et al. 1986; Weller et al. 2015) and Ponted-

eriaceae (Gettys & Wofford 2008; S.C.H. Barrett & R.

Arunkumar, unpublished data).

Investigations of the molecular genetic architecture of

heterostyly have focused solely on distyly. The S locus

in distylous species is a candidate supergene region

composed of a cluster of linked genes with two distinct

haplotypes maintained by balancing selection (Ernst

1928; Charlesworth & Charlesworth 1979a, b; Lewis &

Jones 1992; Yoshida et al. 2011; Charlesworth 2016).

Nowak et al. (2015) assembled the draft genome of dis-

tylous Primula veris and performed bulk segregant anal-

ysis on L- and S-morph pools. They identified 13

variants in the candidate S-linked region, 113 genes

with morph-biased expression and one that was com-

pletely silenced in flowers of the L-morph. More

recently, Huu et al. (2016) identified a gene

(CYP734A50) associated with the S locus governing

style-length dimorphism in P. veris from bulk segregant

analysis. The gene is only expressed in styles of the S-

morph, and its loss or inactivation results in long styles.

Following the identification of a paralog in a closely

related species, the authors suggested that it arose via a

gene duplication event. A major goal of this study was

to apply molecular approaches to a tristylous species to

investigate the genetic architecture of this more com-

plex heterostylous polymorphism.

The long-term frequency-dependent selection that

maintains tristyly is expected to result in a strong signal

of balancing selection in regions of the genome in

which the loci responsible for the polymorphism reside.

Indeed, strong signatures of balancing selection have

been detected for homomorphic self-incompatibility sys-

tems in the Brassicaceae (Takahata 1990; Vekemans &

Slatkin 1994) and Solanaceae (Clark & Kao 1991; Rich-

man & Kohn 1999). A key requirement to detect signals

of balancing selection in outcrossing populations is sup-

pressed recombination (Charlesworth 2006). It is not yet

clear whether the evolution of the tristylous polymor-

phism involves recombination suppression. This would

be expected if tristyly were governed by supergene(s)

and several workers have visualized the S and M loci

as supergenes, each containing several tightly linked

loci responsible for the morphological and physiological

components of the tristylous syndrome (Ornduff 1972;

Lewis & Jones 1992). However, there is no empirical

evidence for supergene control and an alternative

model has been proposed involving a smaller number

of genes with pleiotropy playing an important role in

governing several tristylous traits (Charlesworth 1979).

One motivation for the present study was to obtain evi-

dence that may shed light on these alternative hypothe-

ses for the genetic architecture of tristyly.

A common feature of heterostylous groups is the

breakdown of the polymorphism and the evolution of

derived mating systems. The most frequent transition

involves the evolution of selfing variants with stigmas

and anthers at a similar height within a flower (Charles-

worth & Charlesworth 1979b; Barrett 1989; Weller

1992). In distylous and tristylous taxa, these are referred

to as homostyles or semi-homostyles, respectively. In

the latter case, only one of the two stamen levels within

a flower is modified, hence the term semi-homostyly

(Ornduff 1972; Barrett 1988). The breakdown of tristyly

is especially well documented in Eichhornia (Pontederi-

aceae), where in each of the three tristylous species

semi-homostyles have established in populations (Bar-

rett 1988). Studies of E. paniculata indicate multiple

independent transitions to selfing via semi-homostyle

evolution (Husband & Barrett 1993; Barrett et al. 2009)

with the loss of herkogamy (stigma–anther separation)

governed by recessive modifiers apparently nonallelic

to the S or M loci (Fenster & Barrett 1994; Vallejo-Mar�ın

& Barrett 2009). However, the location, genetic basis

and effect size of the loci underlying the breakdown of

tristyly in E. paniculata remains unknown.

Eichhornia paniculata (Pontederiaceae) is a diploid

(n = 8) self-fertile annual with a cryptic trimorphic

incompatibility system (Cruzan & Barrett 1993, 2016).

Fertilizations from intermorph cross-pollination are

favoured over intramorph cross-pollination and self-

pollination, thus promoting phenotypic disassortative

mating (Barrett et al. 1987). The flowers of each style

morph have upper and lower level stamens each com-

posed of three stamens (Richards & Barrett 1984, 1992).

The inheritance of tristyly is controlled by two diallelic

loci with the S locus epistatic to M. The S-morph is gov-

erned by a dominant S allele (genotypes: SsMM, SsMm,

Ssmm), the M-morph by a dominant M allele (geno-

types: ssMM or ssMm) and the L-morph is of genotype

ssmm; controlled crosses indicate that the S and M loci

are linked and separated by a map distance of 2.7 cM

(S.C.H. Barrett & R. Arunkumar, unpublished data).

The largest concentration of E. paniculata populations

occur in N.E. Brazil, with a smaller number of popula-

tions in Cuba and Jamaica, and a few isolated popula-

tions in Nicaragua and Mexico. Brazilian populations

are largely tristylous and outcrossing whereas popula-

tions in the Caribbean and Central America are pre-

dominantly selfing (Barrett et al. 2009). It has been

estimated that colonization of the Caribbean from Brazil

occurred ~120 000 years ago (Ness et al. 2010). Semi-

homostylous variants of the M-morph (hereafter M0)
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occur sporadically in N.E. Brazil, but predominate in

Jamaica and Cuba (Barrett et al. 1989, 2009). In the M0

semi-homostyle, one to three short-level stamens have

elongated to the mid-level of the flower causing

autonomous self-pollination (Richards & Barrett 1992;

Barrett et al. 2009). In Nicaragua and Mexico, a differ-

ent semi-homostylous phenotype occurs which is

absent from the Caribbean and Brazil. This variant is

a semi-homostylous L-morph (hereafter L0) resulting

from a separate breakdown of tristyly (Barrett et al.

2009) and exhibits three mid-level stamens in close

proximity to long-level stigmas, also due to stamen

elongation.

A recombinational origin for homostyles appears to

have occurred in several distylous species (Dowrick

1956; Charlesworth & Charlesworth 1979b; Shore & Bar-

rett 1985). However, although semi-homostyles have

often been reported in tristylous taxa (e.g. Lythrum sali-

caria – Stout 1925; Oxalis spp. – Ornduff 1972; Eichhornia

spp. – Barrett 1988), there is no evidence that these have

originated by recombination or through mutation at the

tristyly loci (see Charlesworth 1979). Morphological,

geographic and genetic evidence indicate that the two

semi-homostyles in E. paniculata have independent ori-

gins. Molecular studies indicate that the semi-homosty-

lous L0 variant from Nicaragua shares more SNPs with

outcrossing populations from Brazil than with M0 semi-

homostyles from Jamaica (Ness et al. 2011, 2012), a

pattern consistent with their separate origins. Also, con-

trolled crosses suggest that transitions to selfing in the

M0 semi-homostyle involve one or two recessive modi-

fier genes, whereas both major and minor mutations

appear to control stamen modification in the L0 semi-

homostyle (Fenster & Barrett 1994; Barrett et al. 2009).

Eichhornia paniculata thus provides an excellent opportu-

nity to study the genetic architecture of morphological

adaptations associated with higher selfing rates, and

also for determining whether the same or different

genes are involved in independent transitions to pre-

dominant self-fertilization.

Here, we use the highly inbred semi-homostyles to

investigate the genetic architecture of the M locus and

the QTLs associated with stamen modifications causing

self-pollination. To identify the genomic location of the

M locus and the loci associated with the evolutionary

breakdown of tristyly in E. paniculata, we assembled a

draft genome and conducted quantitative trait loci

(QTL) mapping of floral traits distinguishing the

semi-homostyles. We also performed bulked segregant

analysis on L0- and M0-morph pools with the goal of

identifying genes with SNP differentiation and differen-

tial expression to complement our genetic mapping

results and to validate candidate genes. To accomplish

this, we performed a backcross between an F1, obtained

from crossing the semi-homostylous L0 (ssmm) and M0

(ssMM) genotypes, and the semi-homostylous L0 parent.
This cross should result in segregation at the M locus

for style length and unmodified anther height, as well

as for any unlinked modifier loci controlling the anther

heights of the modified stamens that distinguish the

two semi-homostyles.

Our study addressed the following specific ques-

tions: (i) What is the location of the M locus control-

ling style length and stamen height, and does the

region containing the M locus show signatures of

long-term balancing selection? We used genetic map-

ping to identify the genetic region governing the

traits distinguishing the L0- and M0-morphs, and using

additional samples from outcrossing tristylous popula-

tions from Brazil, we scanned for evidence of balanc-

ing selection in the region containing the M locus. (ii)

Are there genes that segregate for alternate SNPs,

and/or that show differential gene expression

between the L0 and M0 semi-homostyles in backcross

progeny and, if so, what is their molecular function?

Such genes represent candidates for being associated

with the M locus. (iii) Are genetic regions separate

from the M locus responsible for the stamen modifi-

cations causing independent transitions to selfing in

the two semi-homostylous variants? Given their inde-

pendent origins and contrasting patterns of stamen

modification, we predicted that the regions of the

genome governing selfing in the two semi-homostyles

would likely differ.

Materials and methods

F1 and backcross populations

We performed crosses to produce individuals segre-

gating for the M/m allele to investigate the genetic

architecture of the M locus. We crossed a semi-homo-

stylous M0 (ssMM) plant from Slipe, St. Elizabeth,

Jamaica, with a semi-homostylous L0 (ssmm) plant

from Oaxaca, San Mateo del Mar, Nr. Tehuantepec,

Mexico. The cross involved the M0 plant as the female

parent and the L0 plant as the male parent. The

female parent was emasculated prior to cross-pollina-

tion. Seeds from this cross were germinated to pro-

duce an F1 of M0 plants (all ssMm), and a single

plant was chosen to backcross to the L0 (ssmm) parent

with the ssmm plant as the female parent. Further

details of the glasshouse culture of the backcross pop-

ulation are available in the Supplementary methods.

We phenotyped all flowering progeny, but were only

able to obtain near complete genotype data for 462

progeny (see Methods, Supporting information, for

genotype quality controls).
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Floral measurements

We performed floral measurements to examine pheno-

typic variation in the backcross progeny. At the start of

flowering for each plant, we recorded the date, and

2 weeks after flowering of each plant commenced, we

measured flower (perianth) breadth, width and length,

style length and the heights of the six stamens within a

flower (Fig. S1, Supporting information). Flower

breadth and width were the longest distances along the

vertical and horizontal axes, respectively, of the top

view of the flower using the nectar guide to orient the

flower. Flower length, style length and anther height

were measured as the distances from the base of the flo-

ral tube to the tip of the flower or the floral organ, as

viewed from the side view of the flower. We sequen-

tially labelled anthers from 1 to 6 in each plant, corre-

sponding to the position relative to the base of the

flower, with 6 being furthest away from the base. We

measured two flowers per plant and used the average

value in our analyses. We also measured the height of

the plant from the surface of the soil to the tip of the

tallest leaf. We estimated the mean and 95% confidence

intervals for plant height and all floral traits. We com-

pared measurements of plant height, flower width,

breadth and length and style length between progeny

of the L0 and M0 semi-homostyles using two-sample t-

tests assuming unequal variances and analysed the cor-

relations among all measured traits. All analyses were

conducted using R (R Development Core Team 2011).

Genotyping by sequencing

We used genotyping by sequencing (GBS) to identify

and generate genetic markers for F1 and backcross pro-

geny. For all backcross progeny, F1 genotypes (ssMm),

and the ssMM and ssmm parental genotypes, we col-

lected ~1.5-cm floral buds for DNA extractions. We

extracted DNA using the Qiagen DNeasy Plant Mini

Kit. The DNA material was shipped to the Biotechnol-

ogy Resource Center Genomic Diversity Facility at Cor-

nell University to create genotyping-by-sequencing

libraries made with the PstI enzyme (Elshire et al. 2011).

Libraries were placed randomly across five 96-well

plates and were sequenced using the 100-bp single-end

approach on the individual lanes of the Illumina

HiSeq2500. After sequencing, we used the den-

ovo_map.pl pipeline version 1.24 part of the STACKS soft-

ware to identify informative SNPs (Catchen et al. 2013).

We set 20 as the minimum coverage to create a stack

and removed highly repetitive tags. We used the

default values for the remaining parameters for SNP

calling using m = 3, M = 3 and n = 2. At the termina-

tion of SNP calling, we identified a total of ~20 000

markers. We removed markers that were not typed in

>10% of genotypes, had unexpected segregation pat-

terns or showed evidence for segregation distortion,

resulting in 1450 markers being used for genetic map

construction (see Methods, Supporting information).

Composite interval mapping

For each measured trait, we performed composite inter-

val mapping (CIM) to identify the interval regions for

QTLs using the R/QTL software (Broman et al. 2003; Bro-

man & Sen 2009). First, we constructed a genetic map

for E. paniculata (detailed in supplementary methods)

and calculated conditional genotype probabilities for

each cM in the genetic map assuming a genotyping

error rate of 0.03. Further, we performed CIM using the

imputation method. In some cases, we compared the

interval scans using the expectation–maximization algo-

rithm (EM) and extended Haley–Knott regression

(EHK). For each LOD peak, we performed 1000 permu-

tations to attain its genome-scan-adjusted P-value. We

estimated the per cent of variation in phenotype

explained under a single QTL model using the formula

1–10�2LOD/n, where n was the sample size. For a multi-

ple QTL model, we used the ‘makeqtl’ and ‘fitqtl’ func-

tions, using the imputation method for the latter

function, in the R/QTL software to estimate the propor-

tion of phenotypic variances explained by each QTL.

We used P-values from the ‘addint’ function to test

whether there was any evidence for interactions among

QTLs in a multiple QTL model. For the markers with

the highest LOD scores underneath each LOD peak, we

identified their corresponding effect sizes.

Identifying genes within QTLs

We sequenced the genomes of the parental L0 and M0

semi-homostyles to examine the genes found within

QTLs identified for measured traits. We then extracted

DNA from floral bud tissue using the QIAGEN DNEASY

PLANT MINI KIT. Illumina TruSeq DNA libraries with 400-

bp insert sizes were prepared from both samples, and

an additional library with a 5-kbp insert size was pre-

pared from DNA extracted from the L0 parent. Each

library was sequenced on individual lanes using the

100-bp paired-end protocol on Illumina HiSeq 2000 at

the McGill University and G�enome Qu�ebec Innovation

Centre. The genomic assembly approach is detailed in

the supplementary methods. We performed a reciprocal

nucleotide BLAST search (Altschul et al. 1990) for the

assembled genome against the genetic map to identify

the scaffolds containing markers with LOD scores above

the significance threshold in each QTL. We used the

markers from the genetic map as the query, the
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genomic assembly as the database and extracted the top

hit. Further, we conducted a BLAST search with the scaf-

fold as the query and a 65.53 Mbp E. paniculata tran-

scriptome assembly (16 416 contigs, N50 = 2.2 kbp)

generated in Arunkumar et al. (2015) as the database.

This procedure was used to identify genes occurring

within scaffolds from the genomic assembly.

Bulk segregant analysis

To identify candidate transcripts putatively linked to

the M locus, we performed bulk segregant analysis

(BSA) on the L0 and M0 semi-homostylous backcross

progeny to identify differentially expressed genes. We

collected a single floral bud from each backcross pro-

geny of sizes ranging from 0.5 to 1 cm. We pooled flo-

ral buds of 10 backcross progeny of the same morph

and extracted RNA using the SpectrumTM Plant Total

RNA Kit (Sigma-Aldrich). We then pooled equal

amounts of RNA from four extractions to generate six

L0 and six M0 pools each containing RNA from ~40
backcross progeny. The extracted RNA samples were

used to make Illumina TruSeq RNA libraries that were

sequenced using the 100-bp paired-end protocol on two

lanes of the Illumina HiSeq 2000 at the G�enome Qu�ebec

Innovation Centre at McGill University. Three L0 and

three M0 pooled libraries were sequenced on each lane.

We mapped the RNA-Seq short reads from the back-

cross progeny, and the L0 and M0 grandparents and

genomic reads from the F1s to the previously generated

transcriptome assembly (Arunkumar et al. 2015) and the

genomic assembly generated in this study. The read

mapping and variant calling approaches are detailed in

the supplementary methods. We identified candidate

genes associated with the M locus by assessing the SNP

segregation in the bulked backcross progeny transcrip-

tomes, and our approach is detailed in the supplemen-

tary methods. We also inferred the molecular function

and expression intensity of candidate genes, and these

approaches are also detailed in the supplementary

methods.

Population genetic summary statistics

We calculated population genetic summary statistics for

candidate genes underlying each QTL and compared

them to genomewide patterns to investigate evidence

for balancing selection in the outcrossing tristylous pop-

ulations. For the candidate genes, we used a population

genetic data set previously reported in Table S1 (Sup-

porting information) in Arunkumar et al. (2015). We

sequenced the transcriptomes, mapped the reads and

called SNPs in each plant using the aforementioned

transcriptome reference and using a similar approach to

this study. Here, using the SNP data set, we generated

estimates of pairwise nucleotide diversity at synony-

mous sites (Πsyn) and Tajima’s D at synonymous sites

using the program POLYMORPHORAMA (Andolfatto 2007;

Haddrill et al. 2008). We estimated the population

recombination rate (q) between adjacent sites in a scaf-

fold using the program DNASP version 5 (Librado &

Rozas 2009). To do this, we concatenated sequences of

genes that occurred within a scaffold and specified their

positions in the scaffold in DNASP version 5.

Results

Phenotypic variation of L0 and M0 backcross progeny

There were 227 L0 and 235 M0 progeny in the backcross

generation, which is not significantly different from the

expected 1:1 ratio for a cross between ssmm 9 ssMm

genotypes (Deviation from 1:1; G = 0.201, P = 0.647).

There was no significant difference in flowering time

between the L0 and M0 progeny (mean 72.5 days, confi-

dence interval [CI] �2 days). L0 progeny were signifi-

cantly taller than M0 progeny but had smaller flowers

(Figs S1–S2, Supporting information). Two-sample t-

tests using unequal variances indicated that plant

height (P = 1.11E�08) and flower size (P = 4.46E�04)

were significantly different between the L0 and M0 pro-
geny at the 1% threshold.

As expected, there were significant differences in

style length and anther position between the L0 and M0

phenotypes. Style lengths for the L0 and M0 backcross

progeny were 15.66 � 0.10 mm and 11.65 � 0.12 mm

(mean � CI), respectively (Fig. 1), and this difference

was significant (two-sample t-test: P = 5.93E�213). The

upper three anthers of L0 progeny (anthers 4–6) were

close to each other and were 0.9–3 mm below the

stigma. This range in stigma–anther separation reflected

the occurrence of two distinguishable phenotypes

underlying segregation of the anther modifications asso-

ciated with the transition to selfing; one in which anther

6 was very close or touching the stigma and the other

in which the anther was separated from the stigma.

Thus, the average value for anther 6 indicates a small

separation. The two phenotypes could not be distin-

guished in the mapping study. The lower three anthers

of L0 progeny (anthers 1–3) were 5–8 mm below the

stigma. In M0 progeny, the upper three anthers (anthers

4–6) were close to each other and were 4–5.5 mm above

the stigma whereas the lower three anthers were

~3 mm below and above the stigma, respectively, with

another two very close to or touching the stigma. Style

length and anther heights were weakly associated with

plant height and with flower width, breadth and length

within each morph (Table S1, Supporting information).
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Even so, the comparisons of style-length and anther-

height differences within and between L0 and M0 pro-

geny were not affected when each measure was first

divided by flower size, calculated as flower

width 9 breadth 9 length or by plant height.

Genomic reference and genetic map

We generated a genomic assembly and genetic map for

E. paniculata to assist with identifying the genetic

regions associated with the M locus and to identify

regions associated with the breakdown of tristyly. The

genomic assembly of parental genotypes, assisted by

genome size estimation, indicated a large section of the

genome contained repetitive content. The haploid gen-

ome size of E. paniculata based on flow cytometry was

0.61 Gbp. Assemblies with K-MER values >40 had a large

number of <100-bp contigs resulting in a fragmented

assembly. When using a K-MER of 31, there were 40 320

scaffolds totalling 573 Mbp of assembled sequences

with 4.6% of ‘N’ bases (Table S2, Supporting informa-

tion); 40.3% and 0.9% of scaffolds were greater than 10

and >100 kbp, respectively, and this assembly had an

N50 of 31.7 kbp. We used the assembly generated using

a K-MER = 31 for further analyses.

We generated genetic markers in regions with low

repeat content to construct the genetic map of E. panicu-

lata. Using 1450 genetic markers, the genetic map had

the expected eight linkage groups (hereafter LGs), con-

sistent with the number of chromosomes in E. panicu-

lata, with 90–250 markers in each LG (Fig. 2); 410 Mbp

of the assembled genome mapped to these markers.

The sizes of the LGs ranged from 10 to 50 cM with a

total length of 255 cM. Note that the small genetic maps

of some LGs and the relatively low overall rate of

recombination using the estimated genome size

(0.4 cM/Mbp on average) may reflect the presence of

chromosomal rearrangements such as inversions given

our use of an interpopulation cross. Similarly, larger

Fig. 1 Mean anther heights of 227 L0 and 235 M0 backcross

Eichhornia paniculata progeny. We crossed a semi-homostylous

M0 plant (ssMM) with a semi-homostylous L0 plant (ssmm) and

backcrossed the resulting F1 M0 plant (ssMm) to the L0 parent
to generate the backcross population. We sequentially labelled

anthers from 1 to 6 within each flower, corresponding to their

positions relative to the base of the flower, with six being fur-

thest away from the base. The bars represent 95% confidence

intervals. The black triangles indicate the position of the stigma

in each semi-homostyle. [Colour figure can be viewed at

wileyonlinelibrary.com].

Fig. 2 Genetic map of Eichhornia paniculata; the number of

markers in each linkage group is indicated on the top of the

diagram. The coloured bars on the right of the linkage groups

indicate the QTLs identified for style length and anther heights

in the L0 and M0 backcross progeny. We sequentially labelled

anthers from 1 to 6 within each flower corresponding to their

positions relative to the base of the flower with 6 being furthest

away from the base. [Colour figure can be viewed at wiley

onlinelibrary.com].
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LGs, particularly groups 1, 2, 3 and 6, had long

stretches containing few markers, likely representing

repetitive regions or regions with chromosomal rear-

rangements.

Composite interval mapping of the M locus

Composite interval mapping (hereafter CIM) using both

L0 and M0 backcross progeny with the imputation

method indicated that there was a single peak on LG5

with LOD scores of > 35 shared by style length (Fig. 3a)

and the upper three anthers, which are the stamen

levels that distinguish the L0 and M0 semi-homostyles

(L0 and M0 anthers 4–6; Fig. 3b). There were no other

genomic regions shared between style length and

anther heights, and this shared peak on linkage group 5

was the only one evident for style length. Analysing the

style-length peak indicated that there were 47 markers

located between 5.5 and 11.5 cM (Fig. 3a, Table S3, Sup-

porting information). Using estimates of the total map

size and genome size (and assuming the region experi-

ences an average rate of recombination), the interval

could be 13.1–27.5 Mbp. BLAST searches using the mark-

ers as the query and the genomic scaffolds as the data-

base indicated that there was a total of 35

nonoverlapping scaffolds of various sizes totalling

2.39 Mbp of genomic sequence in the region. The scaf-

folds found within this interval contained 204 genes,

and the position near 8.9 cM contained the greatest

density of genes (Table S3, Supporting information).

Among the 35 scaffolds, the longest one was 200 kbp,

and it mapped to 10 markers from the linkage map con-

taining 41 genes. In contrast, other scaffolds of sizes

180–220 kbp in the genomic assembly contained fewer

than 24 genes (Table S4, Supporting information).

Finally, CIM using EM and EHK also yielded similar

results (Fig. S3, Supporting information). Thus, this

genetic region likely contains the M locus.

Population genomic signatures associated with the M
locus

We investigated whether there were population geno-

mic footprints suggesting that tristyly is subject to

Fig. 3 Composite interval mapping of the backcross progeny of Eichhornia paniculata. Shown are LOD scores for: (a) style-length

variation and (b) variation in the anthers of the upper level stamens in 227 L0 and 235 M0 backcross progeny. Shown are the map

distances and LOD scores across all linkage groups. The upper level anthers in the L0 and M0semi-homostyles correspond to the

mid- and long-level stamens, respectively. The horizontal dashed lines indicate the threshold for significance (LOD > 3) at the 0.1%

level based on 1000 permutations. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com].
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long-term balancing selection. However, for the 204

genes in the interval on LG5, neither the average Πsyn

nor Tajima’s D was significantly different from the gen-

ome-wide averages, when assessed using a two-sample

t-test at the 5% significance threshold. Three genes

showed Tajima’s D values greater than the 2.5% geno-

mewide distribution. However, no genes showed both

elevated Πsyn and Tajima’s D, and the proportion of

genes showing elevated diversity was not above the

number observed genomewide (Fig. S4, Supporting

information). Further, a chi-squared test indicated that

the ratio of shared to unique polymorphisms at the

interval on LG5 (15:178) was not significantly different

compared to the remainder of the genome (1672:16 857)

at the 1% significance threshold.

To investigate whether the QTL region on LG5

showed evidence of recombination suppression, we esti-

mated the population recombination rate q = 4Ner,

where r is the recombination rate and Ne is the effective

population size. The q between adjacent sites in the

200-kbp scaffold mapping to 8.9 cM was 0.0004. This

value was lower than the range of 0.0010–0.0018
observed in 20 scaffolds of comparable sizes 180–
220 kbp. SNPs were separated by a distance of 2.5–
5 kbp along the 180–220-kbp scaffolds, and there is no

clear evidence to suggest that average SNP distances

differed between the scaffolds. Finally, while there was

no evidence that any of the Arabidopsis orthologs for the

genes identified within the interval on LG 5 were

enriched for a particular molecular function, six genes

were characterized as being involved in reproductive

development (Table S5, Supporting information).

Transcriptomes of L0 and M0 pools

Although the QTL mapping revealed the broad interval

containing the M locus, the incomplete genome assem-

bly could mean that the genome assembly may not con-

tain the causal gene(s). To find additional genic regions

within the M locus region, we performed bulk segre-

gant analysis (BSA) using RNA from pooled backcross

progeny to identify candidate genes associated with dif-

ferentiation between the L0 and M0 semi-homostyles. A

total of 334 of 16 147 contigs in the transcriptome

assembly had one or more sites that were homozygous

across all L0 pools and heterozygous across all M0 pools,
as expected if such SNPs were linked to the style-

morph locus. There were no contigs that contained sites

homozygous in all M0 pools and heterozygous in L0

pools, suggesting a low rate of false positives. To com-

pare estimates of Πsyn and Tajima’s D for BSA genes

against the genomewide background, we identified

3984 genes with one or more heterozygous sites in the

genome, as all BSA genes would have had at least one

such site. Two and six of the BSA genes were in the

2.5% of genes with the largest Πsyn or most positive

Tajima’s D in the genome, respectively (Fig. S5, Sup-

porting information). Although this was lower than

expected by chance, we still identified nine BSA genes

showing Πsyn > 0.03, including a locus with both high

polymorphism (0.049) and high Tajima’s D (1.14)

(Table S5, Supporting information). As expected with a

loss of balancing selection in the selfing semi-homosty-

lous populations, Πsyn was 0 for all nine of these genes.

However, neither average Πsyn nor Tajima’s D was sig-

nificantly different from the genomewide averages,

when assessed using a two-sample t-test at the 5% sig-

nificance threshold. There was evidence to indicate sig-

nificant functional enrichment in postembryonic

development among the Arabidopsis orthologs in the 334

genes identified from BSA, and twenty-one genes were

involved in this function (Fig. S6, Supporting informa-

tion). We were unable to identify any genes showing

significant differential expression. Thus, while we did

not observe a general signature of balancing selection

on genes in the M locus region, we have identified a

number of candidate genes with high diversity.

Our results from BSA were generally congruent with

those from linkage mapping. Twenty-four of the 334

BSA genes mapped to markers in the 8.7–11.3 cM inter-

val on LG5 and another eight mapped to other parts of

LG5 (Table S3, Supporting information). Custom BLAST

searches indicated that the other LGs contained far

fewer candidate genes (n = 6, Table S6, Supporting

information). Whereas all genes identified by BSA

mapped to one or more scaffolds in the genomic assem-

bly, the majority of these candidate genes (n = 296)

were not localized using linkage mapping, indicating

that our BSA approach has allowed for additional gene

localization within the M locus region.

Regions governing anther-height variation in L0 and
M0 semi-homostyles

Our analysis of backcross progeny revealed that anther-

height variation in L0 and M0 semi-homostyles was gov-

erned by QTLs separated from the region governing

style length, reflecting anther-height modifier loci asso-

ciated with the transition to selfing. When we per-

formed QTL mapping of L0 and M0 progeny separately

for each semi-homostyle, we found QTLs that were

unique to anthers with the smallest degree of physical

separation from the stigma, corresponding to the modi-

fied anthers causing autonomous self-pollination. One

QTL in the L0 semi-homostyle was specific to the upper

three anther heights (anthers 4–6) on LG2 and spanned

~8 cM containing 54 markers (Fig. 4a, b). The markers

with the highest LOD score underneath this peak were
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of genotypes AA, BB and AB in the L0 parent, M0 parent
and F1 M0, respectively. An AA genotype at this marker

was associated with ~0.6 mm increase in anther height

when compared with AB genotypes (Fig. S7, Supporting

information). This QTL explained 6–8.5% of the varia-

tion in the height of upper level anthers (Table S7, Sup-

porting information) and likely arose as a selfing

modifier during the evolution of the L0 semi-homostyle.

Very few genes were identified in the scaffolds contain-

ing these markers. This interval contained 39 nonover-

lapping scaffolds totalling a size of 1.68 Mbp of

genomic sequence (Table S8, Supporting information).

The genomic scaffolds contained a total of 195 genes.

No corresponding QTL on LG2 was found in the

M0 semi-homostylous progeny (Fig. S8, Supporting

information).

Similarly, the M0 semi-homostyle had a QTL on LG4

shared by the second and third lowest anthers (M0

anthers 2–3). The interval for this QTL was at least

8 cM, and the 21 markers underneath this peak were

widely distributed (Fig. 4c, d). The marker with the

highest LOD score underneath this peak was of geno-

types BB, AA and AB in the L0 parent, M0 parent and

F1 M
0, respectively. An AA genotype at this marker was

associated with ~1.5 mm (Fig. S9A, Supporting informa-

tion) and ~0.5 mm (Fig. S9B, Supporting information)

increase in the height of M0 anthers 2 and 3, respec-

tively, when compared with AB genotypes. These

results are consistent with this QTL being an anther-

height selfing modifier that originated during the evolu-

tion of the M0 semi-homostyle. Although AA and AB

genotypes associated with this marker also segregated

in L0 semi-homostylous progeny, genotypic differentia-

tion was not accompanied by differences in the heights

of L0 anthers 2 and 3 (Fig. S9C, D, Supporting informa-

tion); similarly, we did not detect a significant QTL for

these anther heights in this region following CIM of the

L0 progeny. The identified QTL explained 18.1% and

8.6% of the variation in the heights of M0 anthers 2 and

3, respectively. This interval matched 31 nonoverlap-

ping scaffolds totalling a size of 1.05 Mbp of genomic

sequence (Table S9, Supporting information). Different

markers in 7–11 cM of the interval matched the same

genomic scaffolds and matched a total of 90 genes. CIM

using EHK and EM approaches also indicated a QTL

on LG4 for the uppermost anther height in L0 progeny
(anther 6, Fig. S10, Supporting information) and a QTL

on LG2 for the second lowest anther height in M0 pro-
geny (anther 2, Fig. S11, Supporting information).

Therefore, different genetic regions are associated with

stamen elongation causing self-pollination in the L0 and
M0 semi-homostyles.

We also identified a QTL affecting anther height of

both semi-homostyles on LG 3 (Fig. 5). The QTL was

not solely associated with modified anther levels in L0

and M0 semi-homostyles. The interval shared between

all anther heights in L0 progeny and the lowest two

anthers in M0 progeny (M0 anthers 1–2) spanned 8.3 cM,

Fig. 4 LOD scores on linkage groups 2

and 4 following composite interval map-

ping of anther heights in Eichhornia panic-

ulata. Shown are LOD scores for L0 and

M0 semi-homostyles in backcross pro-

geny: (a) the lowest three L0 anthers, (b)
the upper three L0 anthers in linkage

group 2, (c) the lowest three M0 anthers

and (d) the upper three M0 anthers in

linkage group 4. We sequentially labelled

anthers from 1 to 6 within each flower,

corresponding to their positions relative

to the base of the flower, with 6 being

furthest away from the base. The hori-

zontal dashed lines indicate the threshold

for significance at the 0.1% level based

on 1000 permutations. [Colour figure can

be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com].
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and there were 178 markers underneath this peak

(Fig. 5, Table S10, Supporting information). A com-

pletely additive multiple QTL model was assumed as

P-values for testing interactions among the identified

QTLs in each morph were >0.05. The QTL on LG3

explained 42–55% of the variation in height of L0

anthers (Table S7, Supporting information) and the low-

est M0 anther (anther 1). The QTL explained 14.5% of

variation in the second lowest M0 anther (anther 2). This
interval matched 685 kbp of nonoverlapping genomic

sequence containing 256 genes.

All anther heights in L0 progeny also had peaks in

LGs 1 and 6, but the LOD scores for L0 anthers 1 and 4

were below the significance threshold for the QTL on

LG6 (Fig. S12, Supporting information). Each QTL

explained 6–8% of the variation in the height of anthers

(Table S7, Supporting information). The interval on LG1

spanned ~7 cM with two markers underneath the peak,

and the interval on LG6 spanned ~4 cM with a single

marker underneath the peak. The upper three anthers

in the M0 progeny (M0 anthers 4–6) did not show any

significant peaks across the LGs.

Discussion

Our study investigated the genetic architecture of varia-

tion in style length and anther height characterizing the

tristylous syndrome of E. paniculata and its evolutionary

breakdown to selfing. We found that a single large

genetic interval near the centre of linkage group 5 gov-

erned style length and the stamen levels that distin-

guish the L- and M-morphs. We also found 334 genes

with contrasting patterns of SNPs in the L0 and M0

semi-homostylous backcross progeny, although we

found no evidence for morph-specific gene expression.

In both the L0 and M0 semi-homostyles, modified sta-

mens contained unique QTLs that were not associated

with the M locus and these mapped elsewhere in the

genome. Significantly, different QTLs were involved

with stamen modifications in the two semi-homostyles

consistent with their independent origins. Below we

discuss insights gained from mapping style length and

anther height on the genetic architecture of tristyly and

its breakdown to selfing.

Broad mapping of the M locus

Our mapping study confirmed that the M locus respon-

sible for style-length dimorphism localized to a single

linkage group. One of the goals of this investigation

was to use population genomic signatures to distin-

guish whether supergenes, or a polymorphism involv-

ing pleiotropy, control tristyly. If the M locus represents

a multigene region exhibiting suppressed recombina-

tion, we would expect to be able to identify a large

block of genes with elevated polymorphism and high

Fig. 5 LOD scores on linkage group 3

following composite interval mapping of

anther heights in Eichhornia paniculata.

Shown are LOD scores for of L0 and M0

semi-homostyles in backcross progeny:

(a) the lowest three L0 anthers, (b) the

upper three L0 anthers, (c) the lowest

three M0 anthers and (d) the upper three

M0 anthers. We sequentially labelled

anthers from 1 to 6 within each flower,

corresponding to their positions relative

to the base of the flower, with 6 being

furthest away from the base. The hori-

zontal dashed lines indicate the threshold

for significance at the 0.1% level based

on 1000 permutations. [Colour figure can

be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com].
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linkage disequilibrium. In contrast, if the polymorphism

was governed by a small number of genes with pleio-

tropy in a region of normal recombination, the signal of

balancing selection may be highly localized, with little

evidence of elevated linkage disequilibrium (Charles-

worth 2016). Although we did not detect evidence that

genes in the M locus interval generally show elevated

polymorphism, our mapped interval was large and

many scaffolds remain unmapped to the region. As we

obtained no clear evidence for recombination suppres-

sion associated with the M locus, it remains unclear

which of the two models for the genetic control of tris-

tyly is correct and in reality, some combination of both

may be involved.

Our genetic mapping approach identified 204 candi-

date markers within LG5. Although we did not identify

a region of elevated diversity, a small number of genes

from the BSA showed signs of both elevated polymor-

phism and Tajima’s D in the region containing the M

locus. Some of these genes were enriched for embryonic

development and represent candidates for further

study. Some BSA genes mapped to linkage groups

other than LG5 and this could be associated with their

occurrence in repetitive regions. Given the stringent

selection criteria for candidate SNPs and the lack of

false positives, the list of candidate genes generated

from BSA should be helpful for future fine-mapping

studies. An improved genome assembly and more com-

prehensive polymorphism analyses combined with fine

mapping of the M locus should enable a more direct

test of whether the loci controlling tristyly involve

supergenes and/or pleiotropic polymorphisms. In addi-

tion, our study did not involve the S-morph of E. panic-

ulata and future work should obviously also include

this morph in efforts to determine the location of the

tristyly loci and refine our understanding of the genetic

architecture of the polymorphism.

Genetic architecture of stamen modifications promoting
self-pollination

The stamens promoting self-pollination in each semi-

homostyle had QTLs unlinked to the M locus and some

were not shared between them. This finding supports

other genetic evidence indicating that the evolution of

the semi-homostyles occurred independently in E. pan-

iculata (Fenster & Barrett 1994; Barrett et al. 2009). Our

results confirm that at least some genes involved in

anther-height modification are unlinked to the tristyly

loci. The modified upper three anthers in the L0 semi-

homostyle and the second and third lowest anthers in

the M0 semi-homostyle had QTLs not found in the

remaining stamen levels of each variant. These QTLs

had the largest influence on anther position, and the

anthers exhibited the lowest degree of physical separa-

tion from the stigma in each semi-homostyle. The geno-

type associated with stamen elongation of modified

anthers in L0 backcross progeny was the same as that of

the L0 parent; similarly, the allele found in the homozy-

gous genotype associated with stamen elongation of

modified anthers in M0 progeny was fixed in the M0

parent. Both patterns therefore confirm that the modi-

fier alleles associated with stamen elongation in each

morph also occurred in the parents. Interestingly, the

allele in the QTL occurring within LG4 associated with

modification of the short-level stamens in M0 progeny

(M0 anthers 2 and 3, see Fig. 4) did not have a similar

effect in modifying the short-level stamens of L0 pro-

geny. This indicates that the effect of this allele is

morph-limited in expression, as proposed by Lloyd &

Webb (1992b) for other genes associated with hetero-

styly. To our knowledge, this is the first mapping study

that has demonstrated this phenomenon. Similar effects

of morph-limited expression of modifiers could not be

established for L0 plants, as all M0 progeny were

heterozygous for the QTL on LG2 causing stamen mod-

ification given the backcross design used for genetic

mapping.

In addition to the one QTL shared with style length,

anther heights in the L0 and M0 semi-homostyles were

governed by different genetic regions, some of which

were shared between the two selfing variants and

others that were unique to each semi-homostyle. These

QTLs are significant because they provide insight into

the genetic architecture of evolutionary transitions from

outcrossing to selfing in E. paniculata. Anthers that were

positioned below the stigma in each selfing variant (L0

anthers 1–6 and M0 anthers 1 and 2) shared the same

QTL on LG3. This QTL exhibited the most influence on

anther-height variation compared to the other identified

QTLs. It is probable that this region contains the modi-

fier genes that are nonallelic to the S and M loci govern-

ing stamen elongation and causing the loss of

herkogamy, as predicted from crossing studies (Fenster

& Barrett 1994; Vallejo-Mar�ın & Barrett 2009). The lack

of evidence that the QTL on LG3 also governs the

upper three anthers (long-level stamens) found only in

M0 plants may be because further elongation of this sta-

men level has no functional significance as any modifi-

cation would be unlikely to promote self-pollination.

All stamen levels in the L0 semi-homostyle had addi-

tional QTLs modifying anther position on LGs 1 and 6.

In contrast, there were only one or two significant QTLs

governing most of the anther-height variation in the M0

semi-homostyle. Our results therefore conform to expec-

tations from crossing studies indicating that multiple

genes are associated with the evolution of the L0 semi-

homostyle in Central America whereas only a few
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genes govern the transition to selfing in the M0 semi-

homostyle from the Caribbean (Fenster & Barrett 1994;

Barrett et al. 2009; Vallejo-Mar�ın & Barrett 2009). Our

mapping results therefore indicate that the independent

evolution of selfing in the L- and M-morphs of E. panic-

ulata through semi-homostyle formation is governed by

modifiers located elsewhere in the genome to the

tristyly loci and are associated with gradual changes to

stamen position.
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